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FOREWORD  

 

What’s in this Supplement? 

This Unofficial Supplement contains rules for creation of Dark Eldar Characters and NPCs. The Dark Eldar, 

also known as the Drukhari, are the dark cousins of the Aeldari. They are an ancient and advanced race of 

elf-like humanoids that reside within the Webway rather within Realspace. They revel in piracy, enslavement 

and torture, and are sadistic in the extreme. By feeding on the anguish of others, they can prevent the death 

of their immortal souls. THIS IS STILL A WORK IN PROGRESS. 

Origins 

The tale of the Dark Eldar begins much the same as the normal Aeldari. They rose to power and ruled the 

galaxy for millions of years. In the process they learned the secrets of the galaxy’s very essence, discovered 

and developed the Webway, and eventually became a society living in luxury. Such leisure led to increasingly 

hedonistic pursuits, which in turn over time coalesced within the Warp and gave birth to Slaanesh. 

While the heart of the Aeldari civilization was shattered in one blow as the warp rift known as the Eye of 

Terror opened, the Dark Eldar were safely tucked away in the Webway. This offered them protection from 

She-Who-Thirsts, or at least partially. Slaanesh still slowly claimed their souls. It was discovered that by 

absorbing the pain and torments of another’s soul, the Dark Eldar could rejuvenate themselves and cheat 

death. They had become physically immune to the passage of time so long as they could feed regularly. This 

in turn led to raiding Realspace in search of captives and slaves to feed from. 

The Dark City 

The Dark Eldar are unique amongst the other denizens of the galaxy in that they do no occupy many planets. 

Instead, they reside in one dark city called Commorragh. It is located deep within the labyrinth of the 

Webway. Since the Webway connects to virtually everywhere in the galaxy, it is ideal as a staging point for 

raids on other races. In addition, the infinitely large expanse of space makes it perfect for a city the size of 

Commorragh.  

Commorragh itself acts more like a vast collection of satellite realms and cities that are all linked together 

by a number of portals and other hidden pathways. The city itself is powered by the Illmaea, or “stolen suns.” 

These stars are stolen from the Materium using techniques of the old Aeldari Empire and their energy used 

to supply the Dark City. 

Slaves are a universal currency in the Dark City.  

Biology 

Drukhari are similar in many ways to the rest of the Aeldari – tall, lithe humanoids with tapered ears and 

sharp eyes. However, generations of conflict and occupation of the Dark City has led to several distinct 
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variations. The skin of a Dark Eldar is almost translucent thanks to the lack of proper sunlight within 

Commorragh. Their strength and reflexes are superior to that of a Craftworld Aeldari. It is said that a single 

Wych is more than a match for any ten Human warriors. Their senses are also sharper, to the point of being 

able to see their enemies perfectly well even in pitch darkness. 

Most Dark Eldar are born in vats rather than via a natural process. This marks them as Half-Born. Those that 

are born through actual pregnancy are considered Trueborn. These Trueborn enjoy a greater status than the 

rest of their kin and are otherwise considered to be natural leaders. They also tend to have better armor, 

weapons, and equipment. It’s not uncommon for Trueborn to lead their own units. 

Dark Eldar psykers are virtually unheard of. The innate psychic abilities common to the Aeldari have 

atrophied within the Drukhari, partially due to their focus on physical athleticism. Furthermore, the use of 

psychic powers would draw the attention of Slaanesh, and is thus one of the few things explicitly forbidden 

within Commorragh. 

Technology 

Unlike the rest of the Aeldari, the Dark Eldar manufacture their technology rather than growing it psychically. 

Otherwise their technology is on par, if not greater, than their “normal” kin. This includes anti-gravity 

devices, dark matter weaponry, nanotechnology, and more. 

Further Reading 

This is but a taste of what the Drukhari are. If you are interested in learning more about them, the following 

links may prove useful: 

https://wh40k.lexicanum.com/wiki/Dark_Eldar 

https://1d4chan.org/wiki/Dark_Eldar 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Drukhari   

https://wh40k.lexicanum.com/wiki/Dark_Eldar
https://1d4chan.org/wiki/Dark_Eldar
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Drukhari
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Species Profile  

 

When creating a Dark Eldar character, follow the same Base Attributes Maximums for Eldar (CRB p. 73) and 

use the following species profile: 

 

Species Abilities 

Build Point Cost: 20 

Base Tier: 1 

Speed: 8 

Attribute Modifications: +1 Agility, +1 Initiative 

Outsider: +2 DN to all Interaction tests with those with the Keyword <Imperium> 

Powered by Pain: See table below 

Psychically Forbidden: All Dark Eldar are unable to purchase Psychic Mastery or Psychic Powers. They also 

may not possess the Psyker keyword. 

 

Powered by Pain 

As Drukhari feed on the pain of others, they become imbued with supernatural might and turn into killing 

machines. 

Each time a Critical Effect is rolled (6 on the Wrath Die during an attack) by any Attacker within a number of 

meters equal to double the character’s Awareness skill value, the character gains a Pain Token. Pain Tokens 

are a meta resource that can be spent for varying effects that typically last for a single scene. All effects 

listed below are cumulative, meaning that buying higher “tiers” also gives you the effects of lower ones. 

Pain Tokens Spent Bonus 

1 For the remainder of the scene, the character’s speed is doubled  

2 For the remainder of the scene, the character gains a bonus die on all Soak Tests 

3 For the remainder of the scene, the character gains a bonus die on all Attack Tests 

4 For the remainder of the scene, the character is immune to Interaction Attacks 

5 For the remainder of the scene, the character gains the Fear [3] Trait 

6 The character regains 1d6 Wounds and 1d6 Shock 

 

Unused Pain Tokens do not carry over between scenes. In addition, there is a draw back to this trait. Every 

time a Drukhari is affected by a Critical Effect, they have a +1 DN to all Tests until the end of their next turn. 
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Archetypes 

 

Drukhari Archetypes Table 

Archetype Tier BP Cost Description 

Kabalite 1 0 
A trained Warrior that forms the beating heart of Drukhari 

strike forces 

Wych 2 30 A Gladiatorial fighter and athlete without equal 

Scourge 3 60 A winged combatant and master of ranged warfare 

Incubi 4 70 
A warrior of the highest caliber dedicated to the perfection 

of the killing strike 

  

Kabals and Wych Cults 

Some Drukhari archetypes possess either a <Kabal> or a <Wych Cult> keyword. This keyword represents the 

order that the character is from, or to which they are affiliated by bonds of loyalty. Players can select one of 

the sample offerings below (or work with the GM to create one of their own) and replace the keyword with 

the name of that selection. 

Kabal Description 

Kabal of the Black Heart The Black Heart is the Kabal of Asdrubael Vect, formed millennia ago to seize 

control of Commorragh. They are his military arm, the enforcers of his will, and 

it is through them that the Supreme Overlord keeps the viscous flow of power 

circulating throughout the Dark City. 

Kabal of the Flayed Skull The Kabalites of the Flayed Skull are instantly recognizable by the stylized 

blood-streaks that they sport upon their snarling faces, echoing the sinister 

design of their Kabal’s symbol. The icon itself recalls the mutilations the 

Kabal’s Overlord would perform during his time in Commorragh’s arenas. 

Kabal of the Posioned 

Tongue 

The Kabal of the Poisoned Tongue has insinuated itself throughout 

Commorragh, its agents working like subtle toxins in the Dark City’s necrotic 

veins. They are perhaps the most insidious of the Kabals, yet when their 

schemes call for it, they are more than capable of flexing their violent might. 

Kabal of the Obsidian 

Rose 

The Kabalites of the Obsidian Rose are known by the exquisitely crafted 

instruments of death they take with them to war. Thus armed, even the lowliest 

of their Warriors is able to fight like a virtuoso, and their champions stride 

arrogantly across the battlefield to put their perfectly crafted weapons to use. 

Kabal of the Last Hatred The Last Hatred are recognizable for the myriad, still-living bodies that adorn 

the hulls of their raiding craft in different states of necrosis. The twisted 

grimaces and agonized screams of these unfortunates not only terrifies the 

Kabal’s enemies, but also invigorates its warriors as they ride into battle. 

Kabal of the Dying Sun Proportionally, the Dying Sun are comprised of more Trueborn Drukhari than 

any other Kabal, and they show open disdain to those lesser born. Even 
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Asdrubael Vect is viewed amongst the Kabal as a usurper who has elevated 

himself far beyond his birthright. 

The Lords of Iron Thorn The deafening scream of grav-engines heralds the Lords of Iron Thorn as they 

burst from the webway into realspace. Few other Kabals can boast as great a 

navy as the rulers of Pandaimon, and none can match their ability to create 

these machines of war. 

Kabal of the Broken Sigil Though uncontrolled fear is a common byproduct of a Drukhari raid, the Broken 

Sigil ensure that their victims are gripped with terror before a single Kabalite 

has emerged from the shadows. Perched in the wings of the webway, they wait 

for the sound of screaming to beckon them to the stage of battle. 

 

Wych Cult Description 

Cult of Strife The Wych Cult of Strife has become the most influential in Commorragh, largely due to 

the sublime talents of Her Excellence, Lelith Hesperax. This Cult has risen to the apex of 

power not through treacherous politicking, but through mastering the creed of speed 

over strength, and elevating their blood sports to high art. 

Cult of the 

Cursed Blade 

While all Drukhari celebrate sins such as wrath, pride and malice, the Cult of the Cursed 

Blade revels in the practice of treachery. The Wyches in their ranks thrive in this culture 

of mistrust, growing strong in an environment where one’s closest conspirators are also 

one’s deadliest adversaries. 

Cult of the Red 

Grief 

Whether in the arena or on the battlefields of realspace, the Cult of the Red Grief use 

their aerial expertise to swiftly butcher their enemies. Their raiding craft attack with 

such speed that they are almost impossible to hit, and racks of living bodies hooked 

under their wings release contrails of blood to mask their maneuvers. 

Cult of the 

Seventh Woe 

A surge of pale flesh rushes across the battlefield as the Cult of the Seventh Woe close 

upon their enemies. As the flood of Wyches leap through the opposing battle line, they 

swipe and slash with practiced deftness, leaving a carpet of mutilated bodies that writhe 

in agony and cry out for death. 

Cult of the 

Blade Denied 

Even amongst the myriad horrors that grace the Dark City’s arenas, there are few sights 

more unnerving than seeing the unarmed Wyches of the Cult of the Blade Denied 

pounce upon the enemy, pry the weapons from their opponents’ hands and viciously turn 

those tools of death upon their former wielders. 

Cult of the 

Wrath Unbound 

When the Wyches of the Wrath Unbound go to war, they do so in a state of 

consciousness altered beyond what combat drugs can achieve. They are practitioners of 

the killing trance, and through gruesome meditations they set their minds to the sole 

task of butchery. 

Cult of the Pain 

Eternal 

In the name of the Dark Muse whom they serve, the Cult of the Pain Eternal commits 

atrocities throughout great swathes of realspace, defiling the shrines and holy sites the 

lesser races use to pray to their gods. In this way, the Cult spreads despair far beyond 

where its raiding fleets reave. 
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Kabalite 

Kabals are self-governing, socio-economic, paramilitary organizations. Dark Eldar society is mostly comprised 

of these Kabals, as well as Haemonuli Covens, Incubus Sects, and Wych Cults. It is Kabals that send out 

raiding parties through Webway portals to collect alien beasts, slaves, and more. The smallest Kabals still 

typically consist of hundreds of Dark Eldar, while the largest contain millions of skilled soldiers. Killing a 

single Kabalite is the same as committing hostile action against the entire Kabal. Combined with a clearly 

defined position structure, this security blanket is extremely appealing. That said, competition for 

membership is rough. A starting Kabalite is assumed to be a relatively new recruit to whatever Kabal they 

have chosen.  

The hierarchy of a Kabal is as follows: 

1. Archon 

2. Hierarch 

3. Dracon 

4. Trueborn 

5. Sybarite 

6. Warrior 

Non-Warriors have the luxury of having a further safety net in the form of Haemonculi Covens. These Covens 

are able to regenerate the dead elite of the Kabal after realspace raids. In exchange, the Hameonculus 

responsible for the healing process typically takes a portion of their patient’s soul as well as a significant 

number of slaves. This revival must happen within a day, and this is one of the reasons Kabals make great 

efforts to return quickly after a raid. 

Build Point Cost: 0 

Prerequisites 

Tier: 1 

Species: Dark Eldar 

Attribute Prerequisites: Agility 3 

Skill Prerequisites: Athletics 2 

Benefits 

Keywords: Aeldari, Drukhari, <Kabal> 

Influence Bonus: 0 

Suit of Pain: A Kabalite’s armor is held in place by a variety of barbs and hooks that dig deep into the 

wearer’s flesh and play against their nerve bundles. Mechanically, this means Kabalites start each scene with 

+Rank Pain Tokens and are considered Lightly Wounded even when at maximum Wounds. 

Wargear: Kabalite Armor, Splinter Pistol, Splinter Rifle, 3 Plasma Grenades, Void Suit 
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Wych 

Wych Cults are self-governing organizations that train and employ coliseum fighters known as Wyches. The 

abilities of these Wyches are often sought after by a Kabal, who then employ the Wyches to assist with 

Realspace raids when necessary. Wych Cults of sufficient strength and numbers have been known to perform 

raids by themselves, but more often than not they only leave Commorragh via a Kabal’s work. 

These Cults evolved from the thirst for pain that all Dark Eldar have. Nightly displays of violence performed 

by Wyches are a cornerstone of Commorragh society. Each Wych Cult operates out of its own arena, which 

are used both as a means of staging their violent fights as well as displaying both wealth and status. The 

fights are not only an exhibition of talent and skill, but also a means to advertise the Cult’s abilities to Kabals 

to bring in more work. 

Most Wyches are female, though every so often there are tales of a male in the ranks. Usually males of Wych 

Cults tend to be Beastmasters. As the name suggests, they maintain and collect “pets” to be shown off in the 

arena.  

The hierarchy of a Wych Cult is as follows: 

1. Archite/Succubus 

2. Dracite 

3. Syren 

4. Hekatrix Bloodbride 

5. Hekatrix 

6. Wych 

Build Point Cost: 30 

Prerequisites 

Tier: 2 

Species: Dark Eldar 

Attribute Prerequisites: Agility 4 

Skill Prerequisites: Athletics 2, Awareness 2 

Benefits 

Keywords: Aeldari, Drukhari, <Wych Cult> 

Influence Bonus: 0 

Lightning Reflexes: Wyches are known for wearing little armor in favor of never getting hit in the first place. 

A Wych gains +1/2 Rank to Defense so long as there is room enough to dodge out of the way (GM’s 

Discretion) 

Wargear: Wychsuit, Splinter Pistol, Razorflail, Wych Knife, 2 Plasma Grenades, 2 doses of poison 
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Scourge 

A Dark Eldar Scourge is a particularly rich and daring individual who has specifically sought out a 

Haemonculus’ services. Their bones are hollowed out, powerful wings grafted to their frame, and new bands 

of muscles and adrenaline dispensers added to their torso so that the new Scourge is capable of true flight. 

Some Scourge are so far removed from their past lives that they grow quills and feathers from their body. 

These same outliers have also been known to change their skull into an avian appearance.  

Scourges dwell within the upper spires of Commorragh. They are an intrinsic part of life in the city, acting 

not only as warriors but also as spies and messengers for various Archons. It is not enough to undergo the 

painful and lengthy metamorphosis process to be considered a Scourge. Instead, the individual must fly on 

raw and bleeding wings all the way up to the trophy-strewn eyries to join with their new brethren.  

Build Point Cost: 60 

Prerequisites 

Tier: 3 

Species: Dark Eldar 

Attribute Prerequisites: Agility 4 

Skill Prerequisites: Athletics 3, Awareness 2 

Benefits 

Keywords: Aeldari, Drukhari 

Influence Bonus: +2 

On Bloodied Wings: A Scourge is able to fly up to +Rank times their normal movement speed. The Scourge 

must land at the end of this movement. Otherwise, they may only move half the distance as the remainder of 

the movement is used to beat their wings and remain in place in the air. 

Wargear: Ghostplate Armor, Shardcarbine, 3 Plasma Grenades, Venom Blade 
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Incubus 

Incubi are elite Drukhari warriors, most commonly seen in service as an Archon’s retinue in the field. Outside 

of combat they act as personal bodyguards, protecting their charge every second of the day. They are trained 

in dark shrines by Hierarchs. This training is extremely difficult and taxing. Those that do no survive are 

burnt as an offering to Khaine found at the heart of each shrine. The only way to survive is to quickly master 

everything that is taught. Should an aspirant live long enough to best a proven Incubus and take their armor, 

they must perform one final test. This test involves killing an Aspect Warrior of the Aeldari Craftworlds in 

single combat, shattering their foe’s Spirit Stone, and then rebuilding it into a psychic torture device known 

as a Tormentor.  

Incubi are the best warriors in Drukhari society. They traditionally wield great two-handed swords called 

klaives. The greatest among their ranks, those that hold the rank of Klaivex, use demiklaives. These paired 

versions of the klaive can be joined together into a massive and devastating greatsword. Regardless of 

weapon, Incubi concentrate solely upon killing in the most efficient way possible.  

Build Point Cost: 70 

Prerequisites 

Tier: 4 

Species: Dark Eldar 

Attribute Prerequisites: Strength 3, Agility 4 

Skill Prerequisites: Athletics 3, Awareness 1, Weapon Skill 3 

Benefits 

Keywords: Aeldari, Drukhari, Incubus 

Influence Bonus: +4 

Lethal Precision: An Incubus adds +Rank ED to any melee attack that is also a critical (6 on the Wrath Die) 

Superhuman Agility: +Rank to all dice pools that incorporate Agility 

Wargear: Incubus Warsuit, Klaive, Tormentor 
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Talents  

The following Talents are available to Dark Eldar Characters only: 

Talent Cost Prerequisites Effect 

Trueborn 30 Must be taken at Character 

Creation 

All Dark Eldar weapons, armor, and equipment are reduced 

in rarity by two steps. In addition, gain +Rank to all Tests 

when interacting with fellow Dark Eldar 
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Dark Eldar Armory 

 

Ranged Weapons 

Name Damage AP Range Salvo Traits Value Keywords 

Shardcarbine 8+1ED 0 60m 3 Rapid Fire (2), Toxic (2) 6 Very Rare Toxic, 

Aeldari, 

Drukhari 

Splinter Pistol 7+1ED 0 24m 1 Pistol, Toxic (2) 6 Rare Toxic, 

Aeldari, 

Drukhari 

Splinter Rifle 7+1ED 0 48m 3 Assault, Toxic (2) 6 Rare Toxic, 

Aeldari, 

Drukhari 

 

Melee Weapons 

Name Damage AP Range Traits Value Keywords 

Klaive 6+2ED -3 - Brutal, Parry 8 Unique Blade, Aeldari, Drukhari 

Razorflail 4+1ED -1 3m Agonizing, Brutal 5 Very Rare Exotic, Aeldari, Drukhari 

Venom Blade 5+1ED 0 - Agonizing, Toxic 

(3) 

7 Very Rare Blade, Toxic, Aeldari, 

Drukhari 

Wych Knife 3+2ED -1 - Penetrating (1) 4 Rare Blade, Aeldari, Drukhari 

 

Armor

Name 
Armor 

Rating 
Traits Value Keywords 

Ghostplate 4 Force Shield 7 Very Rare Force Field, Aeldari, Drukhari 

Incubus Warsuit 6 Force Shield, Powered (2) 8 Unique Force Field, Aeldari, Drukhari 

Kabalite Armor 3  3 Rare Aeldari, Drukhari 

Wychsuit 2  3 Rare Light, Aeldari, Drukhari 

 

Tormentor 

+1 DN to all enemy Resolve Tests within 14m  
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Afterword 

Thanks so much for checking out this supplement! This is still a work in 

progress, but this version should give enough information and stats for you to 

create your very own Dark Eldar character. If you are interested in further 

homebrew content for Wrath and Glory, you will want to watch my Patreon and 

Cicatrix Maledictum. Tips are greatly appreciated, and every little bit of support 

I get motivates me that much more to continue creating content! 
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